Evaluation of synchronous twin pulse technique for shock wave lithotripsy: determination of optimal parameters for in vitro stone fragmentation.
The Twinheads extracorporeal shock wave lithotriptor (THSWL) is composed of 2 identical shock wave generators and reflectors. One reflector is under the table and the other is over the table with a variable angle between the axes of the 2 reflectors. The 2 reflectors share a common second focal point, making it possible to deliver an almost synchronous twin pulse to the targeted stone. We studied the optimal parameters for in vitro stone fragmentation. Two types of 1 cm artificial stones were used, namely Bon(n)-stones of 3 compositions (75% calcium oxalate monohydrate [COM] plus 25% uric acid, struvite and cystine) and plaster of Paris. The parameters tested were shock wave number (100, 500 and 1,000), shock wave power (8, 11 and 14 kV) and angle between the reflector axes (67, 90 and 105 degrees). After the optimal parameters were determined we studied the disintegrative efficacy of THSWL for 3 types of human urinary calculi, including COM, calcium hydrogen phosphate (brushite) and cystine. Each stone received 1,000 twin shock waves at 14 kV with an angle of 90 degrees between the reflectors. All experiments were done using a rate of 60 twin shock waves per minute. Following lithotripsy stone fragments were processed and sized. The ratio of the weight of fragments greater than 2 mm-to-total weight of all fragments was calculated. Optimal stone fragmentation results for THSWL were obtained with the maximum number of shock waves (1,000) and full power (14 kV). There was no significant statistical difference in fragment size or the ratio of fragments greater than 2 mm with the use of different angles except for cystine and plaster of Paris calculi, for which the right angle was most effective. At application of the optimal parameters to human stones THSWL produced small fragment size for COM and cystine stones, while brushite stones were not fragmented to the same extent. The efficacy of synchronous twin pulse technology improves as the number of shock waves and power increase. A 90-degree angle between the shock wave reflectors is advantageous for certain stones (that is cystine and plaster of Paris) but it is not a factor for other stone compositions. THSWL has satisfactory disintegrative efficacy for human stones, especially COM and cysteine calculi.